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Day 37: Moving Toward Acceptance 
 

Click here to listen to the Day 37 audio 
 

The Departure of the Prodigal Son 
 

Now to walk away from all this entanglement 
that is ours and yet does not belong to us, 

that, like the water in an old well, 
reflects us trembling and distorts the image; 

that hooks us again and again, like thorns – to walk away 
from this and that 

we long ago stopped seeing 
(So commonplace were they, and so familiar) 

then to look back once and see at last – tender, forgiving, 
as if for the first time, so fresh – 

how impersonal is the suffering that comes to all of us 
that fills childhood to the brim: 

And then to walk away, rending hand from hand 
as if to re-open a wound, 

and walk away: where? Into the unknown, 
far into an unfamiliar, warm country, 

that, whatever happens, remains indifferent 
as a backdrop: a garden or a wall; 

and walk away: why? From zeal, from mission, 
impatience, dark expectation; 

from not knowing and not being known: 

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/happy-even-after/HappyEvenAfter2017-Day37-HealYourHeart-Audio.mp3
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To take on all this, to let go all hope 

to let fall whatever you may still be holding onto, perhaps 
to die alone, not knowing why – 

 
Is this the opening to a new life? 

 
~ Rainer Maria Rilke, translated by Kim Rosen 

© Kim Rosen, 2016, www.kimrosen.net  

 
 

Practice 
Accepting What’s So 

 
Today’s practice is about softening into a place of surrendering to what’s so.  

 
1. Close your eyes and take a deep breath. 

 
2. Become aware of those things that you wish were not happening. (For 

example, I wish my bed were not empty. I wish it was not raining, I wish I 
was not in this ugly small apartment.) 

 
3. One at a time, take each thing you wish were not happening, and practice 

accepting what’s so. (For example, I accept my empty bed. I accept that it is 
raining. I accept that I am in this ugly small apartment.)  

 
4. One at a time, take each thing you are now accepting and go one step 

farther by giving thanks for things exactly as they are. (For example, I am 
grateful for this empty bed. I am so grateful it is raining. I am grateful to be 
this ugly, small apartment.) 

 
5. Repeat saying thank you for each thing for at least a minute. See if you 

can soften into a place of greater acceptance of what’s so simply by 
practicing acceptance and gratitude. 

 
  

http://www.kimrosen.net/
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Healing Power Statement of the Day 
 

I accept this time of emptiness as a time of deep reflection, recalibration and re-
creation. While this looks like the end, I am grateful it is also the beginning of 
what can now become a deeply beautiful life.   
 

Self-Care Action of the Day 
 

Make a list of the top 100 things you can be grateful for and keep it somewhere 
near you so you can read it when you need to be reminded of how many blessings 
you still have in your life. 
 
 


